Proof. We may take t=l. That (5\(xi))W(x) generates G is trivial. To show it is minimal it suffices to show that no x,-for Ki^m is a linear combination of elements of (5\(xi, x,))U(x). So assume one such x,, say xm, is a linear combination of the elements of (5\(xi, xm))W(x) +hyk-Since 5 is minimal, the coefficients of all the x's and y's on the right hand side of the last equation which are not equal to xm must be multiples of p. In particular, /iMi is a multiple of p. But Mi was assumed to be relatively prime to p. Hence h is a multiple of p. Hence also the coefficient /iMm of xm is a multiple of p. Thus h(xm)>0, contrary to Lemma 1. ofGiffh(x)=0. (2) Remark. Before stating our next theorem, we remark that all basic subgroups of a primary group are isomorphic; and for nonprimary groups while I of the following theorem is implied by VI, I does not in general imply VI, as is the case in a group which is the direct sum of an infinite number of cyclic groups having different primes for orders. Theorem 1. Let G be a primary p-group. Then the following statements are equivalent :
(I) G has a minimal system of generators.
(II) Some system of representatives of some basis of G/pG generates G.
(III) G is finite or G/pG has the same power as G.
(IV) G has the same power as a basic subgroup of itself. (V) G has a direct summand which is a direct sum of cyclic groups and has the same power as G.
(VI) G has a minimum system of generators.
(VII) G is finite or the automorphism group of G/D has power equal to that of the set of all subsets of G, where D is the divisible part of G.
(VIII) G is finite or the automorphism group of G/D has power exceeding that of G, D being as in (VII).
Proof of (I) implies (II). Assume G has a (m.s.g.) 5. Then if a is the natural homomorphism of G onto G/pG, certainly the set (o(x))xEs generates G/pG, and it remains to show that this set is independent. So assume that for some xES, x+pG=(n-iXi+pG)+ ■ ■ ■ +(nmxm+pG), where each XiES, and
is a (m.s.g.) of G. This contradicts Lemma 1 since h(p(gi+ • ■ ■ +gm)) =1.
Next we prove (II) implies (III) implies (IV). If G is finite there is nothing to prove. So assume G is infinite; then since some system of representatives of some basis of G/pG generates G, we must have | G\ = \ G/pG\. But by a theorem of Kulikov which holds for an arbitrary primary group G and any basic subgroup B oí it we have G/pG^B/pB.
Thus \G\ =|G/>G| = \B/pB\. Since \G\ ^\B\ ^\B/pB\, we obtain \G\ =\B\. This completes the proof of (II) implies (III) implies (IV).
Proof of (IV) implies (V). Write G = £©£ where D is divisible and £ is reduced, and let B be basic in £. Then B is basic in G, so that \G\ = |£| ¿\l\ ú\G\. Thus we may assume that G itself is reduced, since this would be the same as showing £ has a direct summand as desired.
We may assume that G is infinite.
Case 1. G is countable.
Any countable reduced ^-group is known to have a direct summand which is a direct sum of a countable number of cyclic groups. See [l, p. 143]. Now let B = © °°,i Bi, where £< is a direct sum of cyclic groups of order p, and £ is a basic subgroup of G.
Case 2. | G\ >^o, and 3 an integer n such that | ffi"=i £¡| = | G\. It is then known that-see [l, p. 98, Baer's Theorem]-G=(©?=1£,) © { ©i"n+i £¿> PnG], and in this case we may take our direct summand to be ©i-i Bi.
Case 3. \ G\ >No, G has no elements of infinite height, and for no integer wis | ®t,iBi\ =\G\.
Then there is no greatest |£<|, and in this case |£| = E<" i |-^«'l > and IB] is a "limit" cardinal. Let ii be the first integer such that |£,-J is infinite, and assume in has been defined. Let in+i be the first integer larger than in such that |£¿"+1| >|£in|.
Then_En-i | £»"| = | £| = | G|. Now if we denote by B the closure of B, i.e., the torsion subgroup of the strong direct sum of the £,'s, then-since G has no elements of infinite height -it is well known that G may be considered as a pure subgroup of B-see .{i'a})e(®0e(A<.\c,j.){î'a}) where |^4<y\Ci,.| = |P,,|. Also G is generated by 5 and ©4" i P,. Moreover it is clear from the above that G=e/.i(eae(Jlij\C,J.){i'a))©{5, ®"-i(®aeCi¡{va}), all P, With Íf¿Í¡ loV any j}.
Thus ©y"i (®aeUi\c,.){va}) is a direct summand as required. = \Tl\ ^\G/G\ £\b\=\b\=\g\. Hence \h\ =|G|. Moreover, 77 being a subgroup of P which is a direct sum of cyclic groups, 77 is also a direct sum of cyclic groups. This completes the proof of (IV) implies (V).
Proof of (V) implies (I). Let G = 77© K, where \H\ &\K\ and 77 is a direct sum of cyclic groups. Then we must show that G has a (m.s.g.). So let P= ©06x1^} be a basic subgroup of K. Then it is readily checked that pB is a basic subgroup of pK and \pK/pB\ S\K\ á|77|. Let 77= ®bea{wb}, and pK/pB= ®zezDz, where each Dz is an indecomposable divisible group.
Then Q may be divided into \z\ +1 sets Bz, Pi such that for each zEZ, Then we assert that the set show T is minimal, we first observe that { £\(w&)} does not contain wb for any bEBi, and that { T\iwzm+eni,+. ..+""■)} does not contain w'm for any zEZ and any integer m. Moreover we will show that for no aoG4 does { T\ivai¡)} contain var The last assertion follows from: { T\ivao)} E {77, pK, (va)a0*aeA} which does not contain va<l, since the images of the va's are independent in G/iH+pK), as mentioned above. This completes the proof of (V) implies (I). Proof of (I) is equivalent to (VI). We will prove the stronger statement, namely, 5 is a (m.s.g.) of G iff S is a (M.s.g.) of G. It follows at once from the definitions that if 5 is a (M.s.g.) of G, then S is a (m.s.g.) of G. of G onto G/pG, this implies that <r(£) which by the proof of (I) implies (II) forms part of a basis of G/pG consisting of k elements is dependent in G/pG on the k -1 elements oiQ) which is impossible. This contradiction proves our assertion.
Finally, we prove that (VII) is equivalent to (V).
Assume that G is infinite, and that it has a direct summand as specified in (V). Then it is easy to verify that the power of the automorphism group of G is equal to 2|G|. Next assume (V) is not satisfied. If | G\ > \ G/D\ the conclusion is obvious. If not, we may assume G is reduced, and by the equivalence of (IV) and (V), the power of G would exceed that of any of its basic subgroups. Then an unpublished theorem of E. Walker, delivered to the author by oral communication, see [4, p. 867] , asserts that the power of the automorphism group of G is | G |. This also proves that (V) is equivalent to (VIII).
With this the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. Remark. From the proof of the equivalence of (I) and (IV) of Theorem 1, Lemma 3 can be stated as follows:
Lemma 3a. Let G have a iM.s.gi). Then xEG can be extended to a iM.s.g.) ofGiffhix) = 0. Next assume m is a cardinal for which there exists an infinite cardinal n<m such that mn°^mz. Then m>Ho-Let P, be the direct sum of n cyclic groups of order p{. Let B be the closure of P = ©£1 P¿. Then | P | =mK0, B is reduced (and even has no elements of infinite height) and | B\ =mXo^ím>m^o. Also 7Í/P is divisible and of cardinal ^ra since \B\ íímNo-Then there exists a pure subgroup B*/B of B/B (where B*^)B) of cardinal m. Then |P*| -tn, and B is basic in P*, which by IV of Theorem 1 means P* is not starred. In this connection we have Theorem 3. Let G be an infinite starred group, and let xEG be contained in some pure subgroup of G having no elements of infinite height. Then x can be embedded in a direct summand H of G of power m for any m satisfying m^\G\.
Proof. It is known that such an x can be embedded in a finite direct summand K of G. Then let G = K@L, and let £ be a basic subgroup of £. Then |£| =\L\, and by IV of Theorem 1£ is starred. By V of Theorem l,£ = £i©£2 where |£i| = \L\ =\G\ and £i is a direct sum of cyclic groups. If \G\ ^m, then clearly £i has a direct summand £3 satisfying |£3| =m. We may then set 77 = £©£3.
Remark. If any xEG which is contained in some pure subgroup of G having no elements of infinite height is also contained in some direct summand of G having power m for any ra = | G\, then it does not follow that G is starred.
To see this we let G be the direct sum of a countable number of groups each isomorphic to B oí the proof of Theorem 2 with »=1.
The following theorem is included for the sake of completeness:
Theorem 4. Let G be a primary p-group. Then G is a direct sum of cyclic groups of bounded order if and only if there is some basis of G/pG for which any system of representatives by elements of G generates G. If every system of representatives of some basis of G/pG generates G, then every system of representatives of every basis of G/pG generates G. (III) F has a direct summand which is a direct sum of cyclic groups and has the same power as T.
Proof. First we prove that I implies II. So let P= ©osa!**«} be a basic subgroup of F, and recall that all basic subgroups of a group are isomorphic. Let 5 be a (m.s.g.) of T. With each va associate a finite subset Sa of 5 such that i'aE{Sa}. If we now assume that \B\ < | T\, we obtain that P C {Ua6A 50} < P. Then if a is the natural homomorphism of F onto T/{{JaeA Sa}, o-(S\UaeA Sa) is a (m.s.g.) of T/ {Ua6¿ 50} which is divisible since it is a homomorphic image of T/B, and T/B is divisible since each Tp/Bp is. Thus it remains to show that no (non-zero) divisible torsion group D has a (m.s.g.) Q. Let xEQ; then D> {Q\(x)}, and <r(x) is a (m.s.g.) of P/{<2\(x)} where <r is the natural homomorphism of D onto £/ {Q\ix)}. But D/ {Q\(x)} cannot be generated by one element since being a homomorphic image of £ it is itself divisible. Thus I implies II. Trivially III implies II.
Next we assume that | £| = | £ | for some basic subgroup £ of £ and show that T has a (m.s.g.), showing in the process that II implies III, i.e., we go from II to I via III. Theorem 6. Let T be an Abelian torsion group. Then the following statements are equivalent :
(I) £ has a minimum system of generators.
(II) F is finite or some basic subgroup of some primary component of T has the same power as T.
(III) T is finite or T has a direct summand of the same power as T which is a direct sum of cyclic groups whose orders are powers of the same prime.
Proof. The theorem is easily verified for finite groups. Thus we may assume in the following that F is infinite. First we prove that I implies II.
So assume that for no pEP is | Bp\ -T, and let 5 be a (M.s.g.) of T. Let Q Theorem 7. Let T be an Abelian torsion group having a minimal system of generators and having one infinite primary component. Then T has 2|r| different subgroups all isomorphic to T; for every cardinal n ^ | T\, T has 2" different isomorphic subgroups of cardinal n ; T has 2l Tl different automorphisms mapping some fixed basic subgroup of T onto itself, and T has 2|r| different direct summands.
Proof. By III of Theorem 5, T = H®K where | 771 = | T\, and 77is a direct sum of cyclic groups.
To prove the first part, it is easy to establish, because of the particularly simple structure of 77, that for any rag | £|, 77 has 2" different isomorphic subgroups (IIa)aGA of power ra, all isomorphic to 77 if n = \ T\. If ra = | T\, then (77a-r-£)oe^ are the desired 2|r| different subgroups isomorphic to T.
To prove the second part, let £ be a basic subgroup of K. Again because of the simple structure of 77, it is easy to establish that 77 has 2m different automorphisms (o-0)0e.i. Let cra be the automorphism of T which coincides with <ja on 77 and maps K identically on itself. Then i¡ra)aeA is a set of 2|r| automorphisms of £ all of which map H®B which is a basic subgroup of T onto itself. The proof of the last statement is obvious.
Theorem 8. Let G be an infinite reduced primary group, and B be a basic subgroup of G. Then the power of the automorphism group of G is 2|B|.
Proof. E. Walker proved this result in the case | B\ < \ G\ ; see [4, p. 867] .
If | £ | = | G|, then Theorem 7 applies.
Theorem 9. Let T be an Abelian torsion group. Then T can be embedded as a direct summand in an Abelian torsion group II with a minimum system of generators {which is a fortiori a minimal system of generators) satisfying HÏ = \T\.
Proof. If T is finite, set 77= T. If T is infinite, then let £ be a direct sum of | £| finite cyclic groups whose orders are powers of the same prime. Set 77= T®K. Theorem 6 completes the proof.
Theorem 10. Let T be an Abelian torsion group. Then T can be embedded as a fully invariant subgroup in a group 77 having a minimum system of generators {which is a fortiori a minimal system of generators) and having the same cardinal as T; more precisely, if T is infinite, then T can be embedded as a fully invariant subgroup in a group 77 having a minimum system of generators such that T=nH for any prescribed integer ra> 1.
Proof. If £ is finite set 77= T. If £ is infinite we proceed as follows: There exists a free Abelian group £= ©«sa^o} with | £| = | £| and a subgroup K of £ such that F/K=T.
Consider another set iwa)aeA of free generators.
Identify each va with nwa, and thus £ with n {{wa)aaA} ■ Let L = {{wa)aeA} /K.
Then clearly nL= T, and |£| = | T\. Now let p be a prime dividing ra, and let Z be a direct sum of | T\ cyclic groups of order p. Set H = Z®L. Then |77| = I T\, and by Theorem 6 77 has a (M.s.g.). Then also nH=nZ®nL = nL=T, which implies the full invariance of T in 77.
Corollary 8. Let G be a primary group. Then G can be embedded as a direct summand in a starred {primary) group 77 satisfying | 77| = | £|.
Corollary
9. Let G be a p-group. Then G can be embedded as a fully invariant subgroup in a starred group 77 of the same cardinal, more precisely; if G is
